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Molise Slavic is a South-Slavic micro-language with three different dialects, spoken in southern 
Italy in a situation of total language contact with Italian varieties. It has two modally differen-
tiated simple futures and three futures in the past. One of the two futures, which Molise Slavic 
has in common with Croatian, its “genetically” nearest standard language, is formed with the 
help of the clitic present of the auxiliary tit ‘to want, will’ + infinitive. Unlike the second type, 
using the auxiliary jimat ‘to have, must’, it existed already at the time of immigration from the 
Balkans 500 years ago. The jimat construction is most probably the result of language contact 
with local Italian varieties and their de-obligative future.

From a diachronic perspective, the tit future originally was more or less neutral with re-
spect to modality, but in opposition to the jimat future, mainly expressing planned or neces-
sary events, it acquired its modal connotation of probability. There is, however, some dialectal 
variation (Marra 2005). The futures in the past developed under the influence of the Romance 
concord of tenses. Two of them show a similar modal differentiation as the simple futures. Their 
formation required newly built imperfects of tit and jimat as auxiliaries. But there is also a third, 
modally neutral future in the past, based on the Italian model of using the conditional in this 
function (Breu 2011: 157–158). Things become still more complicated by the additional possibili-
ty of using the imperfect of the main verb as a future in the past, as in this case counterfactuality 
also plays a role.

Apart from the interaction between the future tense(s) and modality, the role of verbal 
aspect and epistemic functions will be discussed. An important point will, however, come from 
the comparison with another Slavic micro-language, Resian in north-eastern Italy, whose futures 
show some similarities but also important differences with respect to Molise Slavic, due to the 
differences in their traditional systems and despite a somewhat parallel Romance influence (Breu 
& Pila 2018). This part will be dealt with by referring to M. Pila‘s findings in her talk on Resian. 
Another case to be addressed briefly is the comparison with Molise Albanian, influenced by a 
contact situation similar to that of Molise Slavic but with different results (Breu 2018: 220–222), 
among other things, without a future of probability and with a strong tendency towards using 
the present tense for the expression of future states of affairs
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